This paper seeks to explorehow the comprehensible inputs are given by mother responded by the children who have no English background and what are the discourse features which aid children"s comprehension and ability to maintain the conversation. This study is conducted in the writer"s home with her sons in order to apply the comprehensible inputs. The results shows that the children ages 5 and 7 years old who have no English background are able to give the responses unless the questions or the stimulus given must be followed by the non verbal language such as gesture and the body movements. In this case, the results can be varied. From the stimulus using the comprehensible inputs, the children are also giving different responses. It can be in the form of non-verbal language such as nodding or by repeating the last word said by their mother. It is suggested that parents should give encouragement to the children and help them in acquiring the second language at home.
Introduction
Communication in English has now become a new trend in the modern families. It can be a tool to improve the social strata among them beside make their children fluent in speaking English. The way the children give responses to their parents" stimulus will be derived from the examples given and from the process of imitation then the children try to produce the responses as well as they can. Both parents play an important role in their child's language development. If the mother spends more time with the children than the father, the language she speaks to the children will probably have more of an impact than the language the father speaks to the children.
However, this does not mean that the father's language will not or cannot be acquired by the children. If the father makes an effort to spend quality language time with the children (reading stories, playing games, engaging in active conversation with the children), the children can and will learn the language he uses with them.
The children of those ages will only give simple responses because they do not get the intensive course on the subject in their formal education.
As we know that in the kindergarten, they do not get the real English subject, while in the elementary school, especially in Salatiga, this subject will be taught at the fourth level and only as the local capacity.
Children who have never learned the second language or the target language will try to give very simple responses such as saying yes or no or even just nodding. I try to apply this to my two sons as the object of the study. Both of them always try to give many different responses toward my questions and statements as the comprehensible inputs in English. The most important thing to me to do is how they can understand English as the means of communication in everyday life in their home. Children have the capacity to develop new language more naturally than do adults do. Children, who learn more than one language before adolescence, will acquire those languages with more ease and "native-like" ability than they would try to study those languages as adults.
In this case, the point is that both of my two sons have never been taught English by anybody. Therefore, the stimulus given must be followed by non-verbal aspects of communications or the body language and the facial expressions. I used auxiliary sequences and auxiliary-initial clauses in everyday, spontaneous speech, such as young children are routinely exposed to. These types of communication will become an effort to force the children to acquire the target language as well.
Acquiring a second language could be a lifelong learning process for some, and still, learners may never fully become native-like in the second language. Children, however, by around the age of 5-8, have more or less mastered the first language, with the exception of vocabulary and a few grammatical structures. The children"s task therefore simply understands the input given by their parent. As also stated by Krassen (2000) that language can be acquired outside the target language environment, even without formal instruction, providing that learner are exposed to the comprehensible inputs.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how the comprehensible inputs given by mother are responded by the children who have no English background and to investigate what the discourse features, which aid children"s comprehension and ability to maintain the conversation. The limitation of the study in this paper, I just analyze how to deliver the appropriate type of questions as the inputs given to 5-7 years old children who have no English background and the way to respond it.
Second language acquisition
How children acquire native language (L1) and the relevance of this to foreign language (L2) learning has long been debated. Although evidence for L2 learning ability declining with age is controversial, a common notion is that children learn L2s easily, whilst older learners rarely achieve fluency.
This assumption stems from "critical period" (CP) ideas.
A CP was popularized by Eric Lenneberg in 1967 for L1 acquisition, but considerable interest now surrounds age effects on second language acquisition (SLA). At the level of child second language acquisition, suchinteraction has been studied primarily as language-in-play,with the focus on learner output, but research on caretakerlanguage and foreigner talk has also led to studies of whether,and how, children simplify, repeat, and expand utterances asthey speak with less proficient interlocutors.
Types of questions
In order stimulating or reinforcing my children"s language production in the second language, though my children have no English background, mother as the stimulant or the reinforcer in the process or producing the second language try to find the most appropriate questions, which make them as the comprehensible inputs. Therefore, the process of the interactions will be in the natural situation where there are no disturbances and barriers in the second language acquisition.
There are five types of questions can be asked to children aged 5-8 years who have no English backgrounds. (Hatch: 1978:419) questions requiring provision of information rather than question referred.
Non-verbal aspects of communications
In communicating English with non-native children, the non-verbal aspects of communication play a highly important and essential role in foreign language acquisition among children and mother. As we know that mother speaks with the vocal organs but mother and children converse with the entire bodies. Conversations which include the process of questioning or giving the comprehensible input and answering or responding the input given, consist of much more than a simple interchange of spoken words. There are seven non verbal phenomena as described by Knapp (1977) taken from the Lorscher (2002) , they are body motion or kinesic behavior, physical characteristic, touching behavior, paralanguage, proxemics, artifacts, environmental factors. By noting the description of non-verbal phenomena above, so nodding becomes the facial and gestural movements. The Indonesian children who have no English background will respond in different way toward the comprehensible input given.
This research is qualitative approach to get a clear description of the interaction between mother and children with focus on two type of questions, referential questions with the reason that such questions are usually occurred in non -classroom setting, which means that the questions are occurred at home during the daily activities and the display questions.
The subject of the study is two of the researcher"s children aged 5 and 7 years old who have no English background. The location of data collection takes place in the researcher"s house. The data are collected in the form of recorded data and used as the data base in order to identify which type of mother"s questions and statements are considered to create the comprehensible inputs on the children. The data are in the form of speech and action. The conversations occur spontaneously without any specific guidelines for mother and children for choosing the topics. The aim of this study is investigating the appropriate type of questioning to children aged 5-8 years old who has no English background using the comprehensible input and the way to give respond as the language production, so the unit of analysis of the study is in the form children"s utterances as the responses of the inputs and mother"s utterances as the stimulus for the comprehensible inputs. In techniques of data collection, I used the direct questioning with both of my sons in English about the daily topics, the direct questioning lasted for approximately ten minutes, and a small tape recorder was placed near the parent in order o get the natural data.
Technique of data analysis, there are some steps in doing the analysis are first through transcribing or recording the interaction I made with both of my sons. This transcription becomes a subject of analysis that makes the analysis easier to conduct. In the form of written material, the interaction among my children and I involving question and answer can be easily notified. In transcribing the data, I presented the data as follows: full stops (.), comma (,), question mark (?), exclamation mark (!), turn numbers (1, 2, 3...).
The participants are coded; mother (M), children 1 (C1) and children 2 (C2).
The utterances were transcribed as they were said without any correction to the grammatical error. Second is selecting. After the transcription was done, I selected the mother"s questions and statements as the comprehensible inputs and rewrote them on a separate sheet of paper. This was done to make the analysis easier. The third is categorizing the turns; questions and statements based on the questions types (display questions and referential questions). I also recorded my children"s responses to those questions and statements, so that it would be easier whether mother"s inputs stimulate answers from children. Then I categorized children"s responses in three categories; no response (including non-verbal response), short answer (for one or two words answer) and long answer (for more than two words answer).
Discussion
The followings are my findings and discussions that show the mother and children interactions conducted every day in a week, which are then transcribed. The two children are both male whose respond will be analyzed through the comprehensible input given by their mother as the researcher.
For the purpose of analysis, then the data taken from the tape recorder first is categorized into turns. The term turn denotes an utterance or uninterrupted sequence of utterances, produced by a single speaker (Sack, Schegloff and Jefferson: 1974) . The two categories of turns are questions and statements. From the tabulation above, the total number (45%) for questions and (55%) for statements, mother dominates the conversation as the process of giving the comprehensible inputs which are followed by the non verbal language, in this case is called gesture movements, because while giving the inputs, mother inserted the gesture movements to make children understand what their mother said as the process of comprehending the inputs. The children do not make non-verbal language while responding the comprehensible input given by the mother, and they tend to respond directly through nodding or answering yes or no toward the inputs. Mother"s questions, which belong to referential questions mostly, are dominated with questions, (100%) that are questions requiring only yes / no answers. Mother tried to focus the questions, which are related to the daily topics, and which are spontaneously asked based on the situation where the children are:
In the morning while preparing their self to go to school:
Mother : "Hi, good morning dik Yoga" Yoga : "Good morning, ibu" Mother : "How are you dik Yoga?" Yoga : "How are you dik Yoga?" Mother :"Dik Yoga, have you got breakfast? Eat?" (Mother moves her hand to her mouth) Yoga : "Belum makan" Mother : "Yesterday you"ve got a broken arm, right?" (Mother puts her right hand into her left hand) Yoga : "Broken" Mother :"Dik, the cat is eating gereh, right?"(Mother pointed her finger to the cat in front of them which is still eating the bone of the fried salted fish) Yoga : (nodding)
Mother :"The cat"s mother is coming ya dik."(Mother pointed the cat"s mother which is coming to her kitten which is still having the bone of fried salted fish) Yoga :"( nodding)
After going back from school:
Mother :"Welcome home, dik Yoga…. The unit analysis of this study is mother"s utterances in the form of comprehensible inputs and children"s utterances as the direct responses toward the inputs given.
Mother: "Hi, good morning dik Yoga" Yoga : "Good morning, ibuk"
Mother delivered the inputs in the form of greeting. The situation took place in the morning. One the children responded it by saying "good morning ibuk". Actually the child has been introduced the way to respond such greeting by his mother, as the researcher, but he still used the word ibuk not mother, because he imitated her mother"s way of calling his name, dik Yoga.
Mother: "How are you dik Yoga?" Yoga : "How are you dik Yoga?"
In this case, mother still delivered the inputs in the form of greeting. The situation took place in the morning. One the children responded it by saying "how are you ibuk". Actually the child has been introduced the way to respond such greeting by his mother, as the researcher, but he still used the word ibuk not mother, because he imitated her mother"s way of calling his name, dik Yoga.
Mother:"Dik Yoga, have you got breakfast? Eat?" (Mother moves her hand to her mouth) Yoga : "Belum makan"
The way mother delivered the input was also followed by the non-verbal language in the form of body motion or kinesic behavior. She showed her son the way one eats. The child then understood toward the inputs so he replied "belum makan". It means that he understands what the mother said, and he replied it in his first language. The situation of that conversation took place when mother as the researcher were feeding him before going to school.
Mother: "Yesterday you've got a broken arm, right? Broken"
(Mother puts her right hand into her left hand) Yoga : "Broken" In this case, mother tried to move to other topic dealing with his current condition. The child has a broken arm due to a small accident that took place at home in the morning, while everybody was preparing everything to go to school and to the office. He fell down from a motorcycle and he got his left arm broken. Then mother asked him that yesterday he got a broken arm. The way the mother gave the input was also followed by non-verbal language in the form of body motion, she held her left arm and moved it up and down in the similar way the one has a broken arm. Then the respond given by the child is by saying "broken". In this case, he actually understood and tried to imitate what his mother said in the last word, because she tried to make him understand to what she said and still showed him the moving of her left arm. 5. Mother:"Dik, the cat is eating gereh, right?"(Mother pointed her finger to the cat in front of them which is still eating the bone of the fried salted fish) Yoga : (nodding) In this case, mother was feeding him for breakfast before going to school and they had "gereh" or fried salted fish. While they had it, the cat was coming toward them and mother gave the bone of the fried salted fish to the cat. Then she said that the cat is eating gereh. She used the word "gereh" in order to make the child understand what the cat is doing. The child gave that respond by nodding as the form of non-verbal language. It means that he understood what the input given by his mother.
Mother:"The cat's mother is coming ya dik."(Mother pointed the
cat"s mother which is coming to her kitten which is still having the bone of fried salted fish) Yoga :"( nodding)
Still, mother fed her second son. While feeding her son, the mother of the cat is coming toward them. Therefore, mother said to her son that the mother of the cat is coming and in this case, mother pointed her finger to the cat"s mother that is coming to her kitten that is still having the bone of fried salted fish. Then the boy responded it by nodding. It means that he could understand the input given by the mother in the target language. In the morning, her In this case, her son went home by being dropped by his teacher, named Sri. Therefore, mother welcomed him by giving the input in the target language.
She acted as if she welcomes someone. She inserted the word "Bu Sri" not your teacher, means that her son will easily identify what she already said to her son. Yoga understood toward his mother"s saying, then he gave responds in the form of non-verbal language, in this case, he showed his facial expression through smiling and body motion in this case nodding.
Mother:"Do you feel happy? You get home by being dropped by Bu
Sri and Bentar?" Yoga :" Ojo ngomong ngono. Buk kolak!"
In this situation, the boy seems uncomfortable, because he has just already got home, perhaps he felt so tired. His mother kept on asking him as the process of giving the comprehensible inputs, by asking the question in the same context, that he got home by being dropped by his teacher, Bu Sri and his friend, Bentar, Bu Sri"s nephew. So he would probably feel happy. Therefore, he replied surprisingly. He said," Ojo ngomong ngono". It means that he forbade his mother not to speak in the target language. Then he continued by saying "Bu Kolak". He asked for a glass of "kolak" a kind of beverages that is made from boiled water that is mixed with the essence of coconut, sugar, and bananas. It is because he felt thirsty. 9. Mother:"Oh, you want me to make you kolak pisang, right?" (Mother tried to explain him in the target language and pointing her finger into his body and her body) Yoga :"Yes".
In this case mother tried to make sure that he wanted her mother to make him kolak pisang, by inserting the words" kolak pisang" and she explained it in the target language and tried also to use a body motion as the non verbal language such as pointing her finger to her body and his body. Then he replied by saying "yes" showing that he understood to what his mother said.
Mother: "Mas Zulfan, do you like watching the siluman sinetron in
Indosiar?" (Mother pointed her finger to the television) Zulfan : "Yes."
In the different context of time, this conversation took place in the spare time after going back from school. Mother tried to give the input to her first son, Zulfan who was still watching the siluman sinetron program in television.
The word "sinetron" is derived from the word Electronic Cinema that is broadcasted in the form of series. The word "siluman" means the movie about the Javanese myths creature. Zulfan was able to reply the input given by his mother directly by referring to the word "siluman sinetron in Indosiar". The word Indosiar has also familiar to him, because it is one of the television channels in Indonesia. The way the mother delivered the question was by calling his name, "Mas Zulfan", it means to get his attention, not his younger brother"s attention and by pointing her finger to the television.
1.
Mother : "Dik Yoga, you like watching the CD series of Ultraman, right?" Yoga :"Yes."
In this case, mother tried to get her second son"s attention by calling his name, dik Yoga. Then she tried to ask about one of his CD robotic hero"s collections entitled "Ultraman Cosmos". Yoga replied "yes" because he got the word "CD" and "Ultraman" that he has it at his collections and he was familiar with those words.
2.
Mother : "Mas Zulfan, will you have a sleep right now?"(Mother put her hands close to her left cheek and she closed her eyes showing the activity of sleeping) Zulfan :"No."
In this case mother gave the input followed by the non verbal language, such as body motion through putting her hands close to her left cheek and she closed her eyes showing the activity of sleeping, so her first son would understand it easily and finally he replied "no", because he didn"t want to sleep in the time they were speaking. In this case, the situation took place in the evening when her sons had already finished taking a bath. Mother got her first son"s attention by calling "Mas Zulfan", so that the one who would be responsible to give the respond is he.
In focusing on the action of taking a bath, then mother acted as the one who is still taking a bath, she used her non-verbal language in the form of body motion. The child can respond again directly by saying "yes".
4.
Mother :"Mas Zulfan, do you feel fresh?"(Mother acted by folding both of her arms) Zulfan :"Yes, sudah mandi badan segar."
In this case, mother gave input still dealing with the activity of taking a bath.
She asked him by also getting his attention first then asked his feeling after taking a bath followed by the non verbal language again, she showed him the way one performed the action of feeling fresh by folding her both arms. Then her first son replied "yes" because he understood the input given and continue to say in his first language "sudah mandi badan segar" which means that after taking a bath then he feels fresh on his body. In this case, also, the situation is still dealing the activity after taking a bath.
He put on his pajamas in the hot weather. That is why mother asked him about the feeling of having the pajamas. So the context is still known by the child. She delivered the input followed by the non verbal language in this case is body motion, she acted that she felt hot by clapping her front shirt back and forth. The boy then replied by saying "no", because he understood what the input given by his mother and he actually would wear that kind of shirt, so he didn"t care to the weather whether it was cold or hot. by saying "yes". She explained him that there is a scissor inside the basket, mother followed her word with the body motion as the non verbal language, and she moved her right hand to show him what a scissor is like. Then she said "good" because the boy could find the scissor. She continued to say "you are good boy" and showed her son her right thumb up. Then she said "thank you", and finally the boy can reply in the right way, thank you.
7.
Mother :"Dik Yoga, you were crying this morning, hoa, hoa, right? (Mother put one of her right hand near her right eyes) Yoga : "Yes."
In this case, mother tried to give the input to her second son to remind him that this morning he cried so hard. She showed her son the way the one cried by putting her fingers close to her eyes, and said "hoa,hoa. The child understood to what her mother said, so he replied "yes".
From the classification of the interaction among mother and the children as the process of giving the comprehensible inputs and the children"s responds were found that mostly mother delivered the questions by getting the attention one of the children who would be asked through calling his name. It is expected that one of them will answer the questions as the input given by the mother. Mother mostly inserting the non verbal language while delivering the comprehensible inputs in the form of statements and referential questions by showing the body language or gesture movements to the children such as acting in the similar way the children do their activities.
The way both children give, the responds are varied. It can be seen that for some inputs are responded by using three categories; no response (including non-verbal response), in this case they nod, short answer (for one or two words answer); in this case they say yes or no, and long answer (for more than two words answer); in this case they answer the questions by using their own first language.
Conclusion
After analyzing the data above, I can conclude that the children who have no English background at all are able to be stimulated to the English conversation using English, which are accompanied, by some body language, gesture, or non-verbal language. This can lead them to the more intensive communication without forcing them to produce complex responses. The most important thing is that they are able to comprehend the inputs, which are given in the target language as the process of acquiring the second or the foreign language. By knowing the importance of English as the international means of communications, most of the English teachers and those who are able to speak English can prepare their children to understand English in the daily lives through stimulating them with the target language which are accompanied by the body language or non verbal language as the process of giving the comprehensible inputs, so that the children will be able to process the inputs easily.
